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Field measurements from two tunnels in Shanghai
XX Hou, S.Liao & YZhao
Tongji University Peoples Republic of China

ABSTRACT: In past 12 years, two tunnels have been built under the Huangpu river in Shanghai. Field
instrumentation has been taken to study the ground settlement law. The advantages and disadvantages of
diiferent kinds of shields are discussed in relation to gound settlement.

INTRODUCTION

In Shanghai's urban areas crowded with buildings,
and services, it's necessary to construct below ground.

Since the subsoil in Shanghai is mainly soft clay,

and will be completed 4/ 1996. A slurry shield is

used,withouterdiameter11.22m,innerdiarneter
11.08m, and 'cover 10 ~ ~24m. The total length is
2207m, the part constructed by shield tunnelling is

13l0m.

most tunnels are constructed by shields such as grid
shield, earth pressure balance shield, and slurry shield
to reduce environmental elfect. To date, -the, biggest
problem of tunnelling in son clay is the disturbance
'of the ground, especially when the shield is passing

riverandendattheeast _ Theeastendsrnengeinto

through ground below groups of buildings and
pipelines. The degree of disturbance of ground is

compressibility and sensitivity. On the east side of the
river, there're crowded buried pipelines, buildings and

dilferent fordiiferent shield tunnelling methods, so
it's important to select proper shield 'method In the
past 12 years, two tunnels have been constructed
under Huangpu river in Shanghai using different
tunnelling methods.; The settlements of these two

The two tunnels both begn at the west side of the

one _ The ground are mainly loam, sandy loam and

silty clay. This stratum is saturated, of high
streets. The river transport is busy -and the tide
influence is significant. The covering layer is thin to
5 ~ 6i'l'l, less than half of the diameter.

Figl shows the proiile ofthe tunnel in the stranim.

tunnels are very different. A comparison and analysis
ofthe settlement laws are introduced below.

Figl shows the of the two tunnels on the

GENERAL SITUATION

Fig,3 is the geological proiile.

.These two tunnels are 60 ~ 100m apart. The
ground properties, burial depth and the cross sections
of them are very similar.

Tunnel I was constructed from 10/1983 to
10/1988, using a closed-face shield with hydraulic
and mechanical excavating and transporting method
The outer diameter is 11.3rn, the inner diameter is
ll.lm, and the cover is ll ~”22m. The total length is
zzeim, the pan eonsirueteéi' by shield tunnelling is
l476m long.

The construction of Tunnel ll began in 5/1994,
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Fig.2 position of the two tunnel on the map
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Fig.4 layout of instrumentation points on the
foundation of medicine stone house
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Fig.5 monitoring plan on the surface around the
gas station

3.°Sett1ement of soil layers -- telescoping tube
settlement gauge.

4.Pore water pressure --- pore pressure gauge.

Slnvestigatzing and monitoring of cracks and
damage to the buildings and ground.

Fig4 shows the layout of instrumentation points
on the -foundation of the medicine store house.

Fig.5 is the monitoring plan on the ‘surface around
the gas station.

During construction of 'I`usmel`l, because of lack
of previous research of settlement law induced by

tunnelling in soft clay. A large number of
instrumentation points are laid out. The monitoring
included:

1. Vertical settlements of ground surface and
building foundations -- leveling aparatus.

2.Horizonta1 displacement in l3y6l'S 
inclinometer.

On the Tunnel ll project , pore water pressure

gauges, inclinometers, and telescoping tube
settlement gaugesare laid out only in the 100m
trial, and because of low quality of grouting, these
monitoring points actually not function. Therefore

the research is concentrated on grotmd surface
settlement The distance between two points along
the line above the tunnel axis is 4m. The monitoring
is only taken in the aifected area 15m ahead of the
excavation face and 25m behind the tail of the shield

In order to protect the buildings and pipelines,

monitoring points were also set on buildings and
pipelinesthatmightbealfected. Atthe same time
there was close investigation of cracks and damage
to the buildings and ground

Fig6 is the layout of settiement points in the

residential area of Sichuan Road
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Fig6 layout of settlement points in the residential
area near Sichuan Road

LONGITUDINAL SE LAW

(1). Initial Settlement

This refers to settlement induced before the arrival
of the shield face. On Tunnel I project, the Opening

ratio of the shield face is only 6%, the excavated
ratio is 60% ~ 80% of the theoretical volume, and the
soil at the face is squeezed signilicantiy, which leads
to -the large heave ahead' of the excavation face and
disturbance of the subsoil. However, for the Tunnel

llproject, thesoilpnessureatdnefaceisbalancedby
slurry preawre, which E automatically controlled by

tbecentralcontrolsystern, onlyrelateddirectlywith
slurry pumping pressure and slurry draining pressure

instead of the excavated soil ratio. Therefore

overexcavation or ` in a short time

has little influence on the stability of the excavation
face. Simultaneously, slurry pressure functions at the
face directly and evenly, without panial concentration

or reduction of supporting pressure, so that face

stabil1yishighandthedisturbanceislow.The
measurement --show that the d@lacemer|t
aheadoftheexcavationfaeeislimitedwithin
+3mm ~ -3nim, and the affected area is small, even
less than 1 H in some places.

The trend of longitudinal i displacement during
advance of the twoturmels are similar, and the total
settlement can be divided into 'fom' featured stages

(2)Shield Passing Settlement

settlement, passing settlement, tail, settlement

and long-term settlement. '

'This refers to settlement induced from the arrival

oftheshieldfacetopassingoftheshieldtail. This

Fig.7 shows longitudinal displacement developing
with time on Tunnel I.

part of the settlement is mainly caused by disturbance

during passage of the shield, especially the hiction

and shear between the shield shell and the

Fig.8 is the longitudinal displacement developing
with time on tunnel ll _

_»`

surrounding soil, which destroys the stntctuml
strength of the soil and reduces the soil modulus.

l ll ll N

Additionally, some of the surrounding soil adheres to
the shield shell, which increases the space settlement
This part of settlemat in Tunnel I comes to 30% of

E -0.1 02 "gms

11 -0.3
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the total, while the counterpart in Tunnel ll is less
than 20% of the total The reason is concerned with
the mechanism of the slurry function. ,See Fig.9.
Slurry not only fills the space at the excavation face,
but also the space surroundhig the shield shell. On
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Fig,.7 displacement developing with time
on Tunnel I

one side, it provides vertical balance pressure as well

asthe horizontalbalance Ontheotherhand,
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it acts as lubricating oil to reduce the iiiction and
shear between the soil and the shield shell and the
quantity of the soil attached to the shield shell. In the
measured settlement curve of the slurry tunnelling,
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Fig.8 longitudinal displacement developing with
time on Tunnel ll

this part is flat,

(3)Tail Settlement

This refers to the settlement beginning when the
tail space is produced and ending when grouting is

tinished. Because a truly simutaneous grouting
691 I

method was not used , and the grouting materialwas
not ideal, this part of the settlement for both tunnels
is comparatively large, Tunnel I reaching 30% of the

general formula to calculate the subsoil- settlement in
layers is used here:

__ l 1

mm and rmmei np 50%. E

”‘2=‘f-3"-1°’*"F"r>

- /77'<'<"~

where, Er#-the average geostatic stress of each
layer
5

h;_.the thickness of each layer

E
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I. I.Eff-the
I I soil modulus of deformation aftq

Fig.9 face stability mechanism of slurry shield

Ea--the soil modulus of deformation

(4)Long-term Settlement

'Thisreferstothesettlementaftergroutingis
finished. In Tunnel I, the soil at the excavation .face
was squeezed .forward and upward, while the soil at
the tail relaxed and moved* downwardand backward.
'Therefore , the soil structure and-strength around the
tunnel was greatly' destroyed , and the subsequent

consolidationandcrceplastalongtime, endingwith

agreatamountofset1lement.InTunnnel H,the

According to previous research, the soil modulus 'of
deformation will be reduced by 30% ofthe original

forsandysoiland by 60%for clay. `
3. A3-tailsettlernent

A3cmbeealeuElatedaceorclingtoti1eprincriple that
practical ground loss should be equal to the space

volume after the tail of the shield leaves ,as the

disturbance of the surrounding soil is_ small so that
the related long-term settlement is small and linishes
quickly _ After 3 ~ 4 days , most of the settlement

following function:

finishes.

A3=\§%(1-f)x(D2-dz)

TOTAL SETTLEMENT

where,f-filling ratio at the tail

A=A1+A2+A3+A4

D-the outer diameter of the tunnel

On the base of Held measurement, the experience

formula to get the ground surface settlement is

d--the outer diameter of the lining

l. A 1-initial settlement _ _

i-- the cross-section trough width factor

introduced here.

‘From measured data, .there's an obvious lmear

relationship between the soil pressure at the excavtion

4. A 4--long-term settlement

equation regressed from a group of points,see Fig 10.2

The law of this part of settlement can be described as
a Voigt rheological model:

face and the settlement There's an empirical
P=6.5+l5.6 - Al
where, p is the earth pressure at the excavation face
in kg/cmz.

z_\4=.; r0(1-e'G'”)
where,G--the shear modulus of the soft ground in

A l is the settlement in meter.

Shanghai, is a viscous modulus with an average value
of G=9KPa as measured.

2. A 2--passing settlernent
The main reason of this part of SGUIlCm6D1 is 1116
disturbance of the soil, which leads to the reduction
of soil modulus of def011t\2\1i0i1 L 1h°f°f01'¢= the
692

n =0.96>< 10” Pa,as measured.

t-- time ,meaning the number of dates.

5
-ro --the average shear stress of the grounds
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a--radius of the tunnel.
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5. A --the total settlement
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A= Ali- A2+ A3-k A4
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lossratioreachingl5%andinTunnel ll,it's only
5cmwi1halowAg1°o=mdlossra1iolessthan2%.1t
appea1'sti1atslar|'ysliieldismuchadvantageousi11
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settlementconlrol.

Fi.g,1l measured and calculated longitudinal

settlement curves
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Fig, 12 settlement trougliin Tunnel I

Fig. 10 longitudinal ground surface settlement

The longitudinal settlement curve of the tivo
tunnels(see Fig_l0)alsopresentedasimilarlaw.By
regression ,it can be expressed by a function as
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following , based on the Peck curve .
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shield posiiion from begim1mg

V11-ground loss immeea before shield face

Fig, 13 settlement trough in Tunnel II

Fig_l3 is that ofTunnelll, with almost the same

arriving.Ifheaveoccm's,thevaluewiIlbeminus.

burial depth , and its trough width is only about 10m

V12--ground loss induced after shield face

Gbviously, time trough width is also related to the
degree of disturbance. Accordingly, the trough width

factor i had to be modilied _ In Tunnel IIcase,i1 is

i-settlement trough width factor

modified as:

ODCC3SChBSbC€HSUfl5,di0dlI1TlmIlCl I.'l`he

rneasmedcmveandthecalculaiedcurveaxeshown
inF1g,ll _

FiEf12 is UIC typical cross¥sec1ion settlement
U°0\1gh of Ttmnel I _ The trough width is 20m
693

i; R0 (Z/_mo )0.23
The results predicted are close to those in practice _

'_ Furthermore, there's a special phenomenon dining

the construction of Tunnel ll , that is the elevation of
the 10 ~ 20 meterflong part of the tunnel behind dm

slurry pressure a little. A small heave occurred when
U1¢Shi¢ldW3f9P~3SSif1gtltrough,btuaftertheshield

tail lett the Settlement cotmteracted the heave to

tailtlucn1atesforalongtime.T`hisflucmationc;mb¢

maketh¢sll1’f30Cofdiegronndclosetoil1e0rigin,gl__

checked from the monitored results of the continuous
tubesseti11si1letheu1nneLwhichtelltt1efa¢rth311;|1¢

Itisfcnzmdthattheshicldadvancerateisa

turmelisr1*tstable1mu`lseveralday51af¢f_1n¢his

sigr1iEcantparametertop1'eventla1'geset1iernent.On

U-U311¢l5'18‘C2S¢,two-shotgrot1ti1igmethodisusedin

the Tunnel H , the Speedwhen advancing undq
water was about 10 ringjday whilein'I`unnel Ith¢
averagespeedwasonty4'ring/day.Fromtl1ispQ§m
ofviewtheadvancingspeedcont1:ibu1estotheg;f¢

tailgrouting.Afterthetwolcindsofgrotumeetwitl1
eachod1er,themi:n1nehai°dens\eryqui¢k_tyand

6~7secondSlateritcanbear astrenthhigherthan
soil before the space surrounding the tunnel gan be
f\.tllyt3Hed.Sltrrythengoesthroughthe5m_;]13¥m¢¢S

constructiontmderwater.

tothebackpartofthetumielandprodllcesanuplift

CONCLUSION

load.'Ins0i1withlowpe1meabilityt;heslurrycanbe
l<eptarounddiennmelforalong--time,therefo1etl1e‘
th1ctnaiioncanl:astl0ng.Thiskindofphenomenon
wasalsofomtdinthec0nstructionciSubwayLine1.

I_Gro1mdsurfacesettlementcausedb=yshi¢ld
tnmnellingcmbedividedintofourpartsztheinitial
settlement, passing settlement , td settlement and
long-termsettlelznent _ The total settlement is the
resultofthisfourparts.

ButinSnbway1h1elearthpressnrebalanceshield
and slow -hardening grout is used, therefore, the

_q_4 _

\_
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period.

ll _ The longitudinal settlement law can be
expressed by following equation :
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lll. The close-face shield tunnelling induces goat
disturbance of the ground which leads to a signiiicant
upheave ahead of the excavation face _ a great long
term settlementand a large atfected area _

distance hom tunnel axis(m)

Fig.14 settlement funnel of Tunnel I

ln the construction pnocess of Tunnel I, there was

a sudden dropiof the ground surface about 120m
away ti-om the "west side of the river , forming an
area shaped like‘a funnel _ The lowest point of the
funnel was about 2 -meters under the surface. The
diameter of thefunnel is 40m , see Fig14 _ When the

settlement funnel happened , the shield was just
passing this area ,and the greatest settlement took

IV . Slurry shield provides good face support and
the slurry pressure covers not only horizontal , but
also vertical soil pressures _ The slurry, surrounds the
shield shell , reduces the friction and shear between

the ground and the shield shell , ills the space
induced by changing direction and finally reduces
ground disturbance and the related ground settlement.

place ahead of the excavation face . Going back to
the reason , it was found that the shield stoppedfor a
long time , and the amount of sod excavated was too
much _ To garrantee the construction safty, a quick
measurementwastakentoreducethequantity ofthe
excavated soil and face opening ratio ,and to speeded
up the advance rate. The shield then passed through

V _ When the shield is passing underwater, the
face supporting condition must be guaranteed to

the dangerous tlrin-cotfciing-layer area safely.

support pressure,to keep it greater than the active soil

prevent the collapse of the work face and water

intrusion. At the same time the advance rate should
be increased and stoppages of the shield avoided.

When a settiement funnel occurs, _a qUiCl<

measurement should be taken to adjust the face

In Tunnel II slurry is mder good control pressure,and to increase the speed. A small heave
and no big settlement funnel occmrcd when ahead of the_ face is good for the coustruction and
advancing under water . It proved Safer to raise the
694

leads to small settlements.

